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Who we are 
Turjoxtex LTD is a complete garments accessories solution provider. We started our operation
back in 2015 with Turjoxtex LTD elastic, twill tape, draw string & label printing.

We are offering top notch elastic, printing and clothing accessories manufacturing services to
our clients in Bangladesh and abroad. Today Turjoxtex LTD elastic and print machine has
become one of the main elastic, Label printing houses and pieces of clothing frill providers in
Bangladesh. We at Turjotex LTD have confidence in making flawlessness and accuracy to give
you state of the art printing administrations going from pre-press, printing to wrapping up.

Alongside Turjoxtex LTD elastic and label printing , Turjoxtex LTD has numerous other
business associations among which Turjoxtex LTD was established to provide garment
accessories solutions for its neighborhood accomplices. 

Over 10 years of involvement with assembling various elastic and printed materials and piece of
clothing adornments helps us giving the best quality items to our clients. We put stock in
involving the most ideal that anyone could hope to find printing assets to convey the absolute
best quality at an economical cost.



Our Managing Director's
Message
Customers are our strength. Customer satisfaction is the
hallmark by which we measure our performance. So, we
strongly maintain all of our services to the highest
standards of quality. This has been possible through our
persistent quest for product improvement, keeping up
with social compliance and adherence to business ethics."

-----Hafiz Talukder Babu



OUR VISION 

OUR MISSION 
To attain customer satisfaction by delivering nothing but the best, by means of
utilizing the highest quality of resources and world-class systems. Turjo Tex Ltd.
with well-defined quality objectives in mind to attain customer satisfaction, is at
the heart of our business policy and strategy. Turjo Tex is committed to
manufacturing, source, supply, export and trade quality services. We will always
endeavor to satisfy our customers’ needs and exceed expectations through win-
win relationships and delight them. Our vision is to serve our customers with
dedication and offer specialized services with TURJO TEX quality assurance,
walking the ‘extra mile.’

Turjo Tex Ltd is committed to the consistent upliftment and improvement of
both its products and its responsibilities towards it’s employees. Striving hard
to achieve highest levels of customer satisfaction through timely deliveries
along with enhanced quality and value of all our products.



OUR PRODUCT

ELASTIC LABEL
UNIT

PRINTED LABEL
UNIT

OFFSET PRINTING
UNIT

TWILL TAPE UNIT



OUR DEPARTMENTS



MARKETING
DEPARTMENT

Turjoxtex LTD has organized its marketing
department to constantly track and monitor every
process from production to shipment using ERP
software to fulfill buyer’s requirements.

The marketing department comprises of expertise
from several areas including market research,
advertising, pricing, new product development,
closely co-operate with the clients to ensure the
needs and expectations.



QC DEPARTMENT Quality is the precedence of our product. Turjoxtex
LTD has an independent QC department and
laboratory that ensures our proficiency.
Methodology and quality to the highest possible
level.

The QC Department directly maintained by the CEO.
This department consists of a dedicated and highly
skilled workforce to provide world class product to
our valued clients. They are strongly committed to
monitor and maintain high standard in each of the
production stages.



DESIGN DEPARTMENT Our design department has skilled and capable of
producing any sorts of critical and artistic design
with the latest computer-aided design software,
even in non-executive hours if required.

Our design team are committed to assign
perfection in every stitch and capable of
developing any sample on very urgent basis. Every
artwork is kept in secured computer and removable
disks so that we can start any production quickly
from previous orders.



OUR TOP MANAGEMENT

Hafizur Rahman Babu
(MANAGING DIRECTOR)
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(Chairman) GM (Marketing)



OUR BUYER LIST



OUR BUYER PORTFOLIO



OUR FACTORY
FACILITIES















Connect with Us

+8801713-453556

Get the latest updates and news by
staying connected with us.

Turjoxtex14@gmail.com
sohel@turjotex.com
babu@turjotex.com

www.turjotex.net

House # 268, Faidabad, Dokkin Khan,
Abdullahpur, Dhaka - 1230


